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 werc7.org Windows Embedded Compact Linux and Linux-based distribution for embedded devices. Linux Device Drivers and Kernel Linux Kernel for embedded systems Linux kernel includes drivers for many embedded devices. All real-time operating systems like Linux, Android, etc. are equipped with special kernel features and drivers that allow the OS to handle hard real-time problems, such
as guaranteeing that device drivers and hardware are always ready and running at an appropriate speed. See also List of real-time operating systems COTS Embedded device software Firmware Software Hardware Linux on ARM References Further reading External links Open Source Hardware Association Category:Embedded systems Category:Software engineeringNew Census Numbers Show No
One Buys Movies Anymore A major new report from the U.S. Census Bureau released this morning shows that movie attendance and DVD sales are both down for the first time in more than ten years. That’s a stark turn for a business that had been booming in the early 00’s, when DVD sales peaked and the U.S. Census Bureau found that 24.7 million people in the U.S. went to the movies in 2007.

According to the Census Bureau, the number of moviegoers declined to 18.9 million in 2011. The bureau also notes that TV viewing is booming; Nielsen’s recent estimates show that there were just over 75 million people watching live TV on a TV set, with roughly 40 million watching TV via the internet. However, that’s still around 40 million people less than were watching live TV in 2006. Live TV
viewing peaked in 2006, at just over 73 million people, and was back down to just under 64 million in 2011. Meanwhile, DVD sales are still going up, despite the decline in movie attendance. The Census Bureau found that DVD sales rose by three-quarters of a percent, from 12.4 million units in 2007 to 14.4 million units in 2011. These figures are especially alarming when one considers that the

number of people who have high-speed internet access at home has nearly doubled since 2006. .winchars = 0, /* dont need winchars */ .fsync = NULL, /* dont need fsync() */ .unlock_key = NULL, 82157476af
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